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Purpose: Dual-energy CT (DECT) expands applications of CT imaging in its capability to decom-

pose CT images into material images. However, decomposition via direct matrix inversion leads to

large noise amplification and limits quantitative use of DECT. Their group has previously developed a

noise suppression algorithm via penalized weighted least-square optimization with edge-preservation

regularization (PWLS-EPR). In this paper, the authors improve method performance using the same

framework of penalized weighted least-square optimization but with similarity-based regularization

(PWLS-SBR), which substantially enhances the quality of decomposed images by retaining a more

uniform noise power spectrum (NPS).

Methods: The design of PWLS-SBR is based on the fact that averaging pixels of similar materials

gives a low-noise image. For each pixel, the authors calculate the similarity to other pixels in its

neighborhood by comparing CT values. Using an empirical Gaussian model, the authors assign

high/low similarity value to one neighboring pixel if its CT value is close/far to the CT value of

the pixel of interest. These similarity values are organized in matrix form, such that multiplication of

the similarity matrix to the image vector reduces image noise. The similarity matrices are calculated

on both high- and low-energy CT images and averaged. In PWLS-SBR, the authors include a

regularization term to minimize the L-2 norm of the difference between the images without and with

noise suppression via similarity matrix multiplication. By using all pixel information of the initial

CT images rather than just those lying on or near edges, PWLS-SBR is superior to the previously

developed PWLS-EPR, as supported by comparison studies on phantoms and a head-and-neck

patient.

Results: On the line-pair slice of the Catphan
C

600 phantom, PWLS-SBR outperforms PWLS-EPR

and retains spatial resolution of 8 lp/cm, comparable to the original CT images, even at 90% reduction

in noise standard deviation (STD). Similar performance on spatial resolution is observed on an anthro-

pomorphic head phantom. In addition, results of PWLS-SBR show substantially improved image

quality due to preservation of image NPS. On the Catphan
C

600 phantom, NPS using PWLS-SBR

has a correlation of 93% with that via direct matrix inversion, while the correlation drops to −52%

for PWLS-EPR. Electron density measurement studies indicate high accuracy of PWLS-SBR. On

seven different materials, the measured electron densities calculated from the decomposed material

images using PWLS-SBR have a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 1.20%, while the results of

PWLS-EPR have a RMSE of 2.21%. In the study on a head-and-neck patient, PWLS-SBR is shown

to reduce noise STD by a factor of 3 on material images with image qualities comparable to CT

images, whereas fine structures are lost in the PWLS-EPR result. Additionally, PWLS-SBR better

preserves low contrast on the tissue image.

Conclusions: The authors propose improvements to the regularization term of an optimization

framework which performs iterative image-domain decomposition for DECT with noise suppression.

The regularization term avoids calculation of image gradient and is based on pixel similarity. The

proposed method not only achieves a high decomposition accuracy, but also improves over the

previous algorithm on NPS as well as spatial resolution. C 2016 American Association of Physicists

in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4947485]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dual-energy CT (DECT) has been increasingly used for iodine

quantification,1 kidney stone characterization,2–4 virtual mono-

chromatic imaging,5,6 lung perfusion/ventilation studies,7 and

virtual nonenhanced images8–10 among a growing list of

diagnostic applications. However, material differentiation via

DECT still suffers from noise amplification during the signal

decomposition process.11–13 In this paper, we propose a

noise suppression method for DECT, which is based on the

statistical properties of decomposed images as well as the

redundant structural information of the two CT images at

different energy levels.

Through basis material decomposition, DECT yields

information on material composition, an advantage over

conventional CT alone.14 Material decomposition is based

on the fact that in the diagnostic energy range, there are

two primary mechanisms of photon interaction with matter,

i.e., photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering, and

the linear attenuation coefficient is a summation of the

probabilities of these interactions. Since these interactions

are governed by two known energy-dependent functions, the

images can be decomposed into relative fractions of two

different materials. Through this decomposition, the materials

within the image are better separated.

The material decomposition can be performed in either the

projection domain13–18 or the image-domain.11,19,20 Decompo-

sition in the projection domain has the advantage of being able

to correct for beam-hardening artifacts. However this requires

projection data which may not be available from a clinical

CT scanner as many clinical scanners generate only the

reconstructed CT images.19 Additionally, projection-domain

decomposition requires exact angular matching of the projec-

tion data, which can be difficult on dual source scanners since

data are acquired orthogonally.5,21 Here we focus on image-

domain decomposition, which is readily implementable on

different CT scanners as a post-reconstruction procedure.

The DECT decomposition is fundamentally limited by

significant noise amplification and thus a decrease in signal-

to-noise ratio, hindering the quantitative use of clinical

DECT.22,23 The problem can be alleviated by general image-

processing algorithms, such as filtering/smoothing based

methods,24 with degraded spatial resolution. DECT-specific

algorithms of noise suppression have been previously devel-

oped as well. For example, Warp and Dobbins proposed a

method evoking the structural redundancy of the two images,

using the edge information from the low energy image to

regulate noise suppression in uniform regions of the high-

energy image.25 Kalendar et al. aimed to suppress noise via the

assumption of noise anticorrelation on material decomposed

images.23 Dong et al. achieved substantial noise suppression

on DECT by combining the two processes of iterative CT

reconstruction and DECT decomposition.26

We recently proposed a new noise suppression algorithm

for DECT, which is based on both redundant structural

information and the statistical nature of the decomposi-

tion process.11 We use a penalized weighted least-square

optimization with the inverse of the variance–covariance

matrix of the decomposed images as the penalty weight,

and thus the decomposition becomes an iterative process.

The method is further controlled by a regularization term,

which aims to preserve edges of the initial CT images on

the decomposed material images. The method, referred to

as penalized weighted least-square optimization with edge-

preservation regularization (PWLS-EPR), is distinct from

other approaches in that the decomposition is carried out

iteratively at the same time as noise suppression, leading to

higher accuracy.

While PWLS-EPR is useful and achieves effective noise

reduction on DECT decomposed images, it does not utilize

all of the structural information contained in the original

CT images. The calculation of image gradient in the edge-

preservation regularization inevitably degrades the image

noise power spectrum (NPS), resulting in artificial or over-

smoothed image textures.27,28 In this work, we aim to improve

PWLS-EPR by a new regularization term. Rather than relying

solely on edge pixels, we calculate the similarity between

pixels across the entire CT image. Based on the fact that

averaging pixels of the same or similar materials give a low-

noise image, we include a regularization term in the objective

of the optimization framework to minimize the difference

between the images without and with noise suppression via

pixel averaging. The improved method is referred to as penal-

ized weighted least-square optimization with similarity-based

regularization (PWLS-SBR). The performance of PWLS-SBR

on spatial resolution, DECT decomposition accuracy, and

image NPS preservation is evaluated on the Catphan
C

600

phantom, an anthropomorphic head phantom, and a head and

neck patient study.

2. METHOD

2.A. Iterative image-domain decomposition
with noise suppression

Here we briefly review our previously proposed algorithm

of iterative image-domain decomposition with noise suppres-

sion, i.e., PWLS-EPR.11 In image-domain material decompo-

sition, it is assumed that the linear attenuation coefficient is

approximated by a linear combination of two basis functions.

The formulation of material decomposition is as follows:

µ⃗= Ax⃗ (1)

or

*
,
µ⃗H

µ⃗L

+
-=

*
,
µ1H I µ2H I

µ1LI µ2LI
+
-
*
,

x⃗1

x⃗2

+
-, (2)

where µ⃗H and µ⃗L are the vectorized high-and low-energy

images each of length N , the total number of image pixels,

and x⃗1 and x⃗2 are the unitless basis material images, containing

the relative fractions of each material, and also of length N .

µ1H , µ2H , µ1L, and µ2L are the linear attenuation coefficients

of materials 1 and 2 at high and low energies, and I is an N×N

identity matrix. Solving for x⃗ yields the direct decomposition,

x⃗ = A−1µ⃗, (3)
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where A−1 is the decomposition matrix and is defined as

A−1=
1

det(A)
*
,
µ2LI −µ2H I

−µ1LI µ1H I
+
-. (4)

Direct decomposition significantly amplifies noise because

of the large condition number of the matrix A.23,25 As such,

the decomposition is very sensitive to noise on the initial

CT images and material images can be difficult to interpret

without noise suppression.

The PWLS-EPR algorithm suppresses noise on the de-

composed material images using the following optimization

framework:

min
x

F (x⃗)= (Ax⃗− µ⃗)TV−1(Ax⃗− µ⃗)+λR(x⃗), (5)

with matrix V defined as

V = diag
(

var
(

−−→nH1

)

,. . .,var
(

−−−→nHN

)

,var
(

−−→nL1

)

,. . .,var
(

−−−→nLN

))

,

(6)

where var
(

−−→nHi

)

and var
(

−−→nLi

)

are the estimated noise vari-

ances on the ith pixel in the high-energy and the low-energy

CT images, respectively. In our implementations, we measure

the noise variance inside a small uniform area of 50×50 pixels

on the CT images and assume a stationary noise distribution

across the entire field of view. In all studies presented in this

paper, the region of interest (ROI) for variance calculation on

CT images is the ROI used for noise standard deviation (STD)

measurement on the material images. The first term in the

objective of expression (5) is based on the design principle of

a best linear unbiased estimator.29 The second regularization

term preserves edges in the noise suppressed images, which

is defined as

R(x)=
1

2



i



k ∈Ni

eik(x⃗(i)− x⃗(k))2, (7)

where Ni is the set of four neighbors of the ith pixel in the

image and eik is the edge weight. The algorithm first detects

edge pixels on the initial CT images and then assigns low

values to eik only when either the ith or the kth pixel is

on the edge. Such a regularization term allows sharp signal

transition at edges and therefore preserves edge structures

on the decomposed material images. λ is a user-defined

parameter that controls the strength of noise suppression.

More derivation and implementation details of the PWLS-

EPR algorithm can be found in Ref. 11.

2.B. Penalized weighted least-square optimization
with similarity-based regularization

Although PWLS-EPR fully exploits the statistical nature

of the decomposed material images, the edge preservation

regularization is based solely on edge pixels rather than

the entire structural information contained in the initial CT

images. Furthermore, minimizing the value of Eq. (7) reduces

the signal differences between neighboring pixels. The image

NPS is therefore altered as high-frequency variations are

preferably suppressed, leading to artificial or oversmoothing

artifacts.

PWLS-SBR improves over PWLS-EPR by avoiding the

gradient calculation in the regularization term. Note that the

true value of one image pixel, x⃗(i), can be estimated via

weighted averaging pixels of the same or similar materials,

x⃗(k), i.e.,

⟨x⃗(i)⟩=


k ∈Ni

wik x⃗(k), (8)

where Ni are the pixels of the same or similar materials

compared to the ith pixel and wik is the normalized weight

(i.e.,


k ∈Ni
wik = 1) quantifying the similarity between the

materials of the ith and the kth pixels, calculated from the

values of the initial CT images. We will discuss the calculation

of wik later in the paper for the clarity of writing. Converting

Eq. (8) to a matrix form, one obtains

⟨x⃗⟩=W x⃗, (9)

where wik is the element of the similarity matrix W at the ith

row and the kth column.

Equation (9) indicates that multiplying the image vector by

the similarity matrix reduces the image noise. The difference

between ⟨x⃗⟩ and x⃗ becomes smaller when x⃗ contains less

noise. As such, if x⃗ is the result of a successful noise

suppression algorithm, the following approximation holds:

x⃗ ≈W x⃗. (10)

Using Eq. (10) as an additional data condition, the PWLS-

SBR algorithm adopts the same optimization framework

shown as expression (5), but with a different regularization

term to ensure that Eq. (10) is valid, i.e.,

min
x

F (x⃗)= (Ax⃗− µ⃗)TV−1(Ax⃗− µ⃗)+λ∥W x⃗− x⃗∥2
2, (11)

where matrix V is the same as defined in Eq. (6), ∥·∥2 calculates

the L-2 norm of a vector, and λ is still a user-defined parameter

that controls the strength of noise suppression.

The calculation of wik or the similarity matrix W is critical

to the performance of PWLS-SBR on noise suppression. In

general, for each pixel i, we should include a large number of

similar pixels in the calculation of wik so that the mean value of

x⃗(i) can be accurately calculated. In this paper, inspired from

the design of sigma filter,30,31 we use an empirical Gaussian

model. The similarity sik between pixels i and k is calculated

as

sik =


exp*,−

(x⃗(i)− x⃗(k))
2

h2
+
-, if | x⃗(i)− x⃗(k)| < 3h and k ∈Ωi

0, otherwise

(12)

where h is another user-defined parameter that controls the

width of the Gaussian similarity window. In our implemen-

tations, we set h as the measured noise STD on the CT

images. The search window, Ωi, starts from a neighborhood

of 41×41 pixels. If the number of neighboring pixels with

nonzero sik values is less than 200, the size of search window

automatically increases until the goal is reached or the search

window is the entire image. This strategy ensures an adequate

number of similar pixels for noise suppression. The element
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of the similarity matrix is calculated via normalization,

wik =
sik



j

si j
. (13)

We use Eqs. (12) and (13) to calculate the similarity matrix

in the PWLS-SBR algorithm based on the initial CT images.

To reduce errors stemming from the CT image noise, we

generate a first-pass similarity matrix from a noisy CT image

and suppress noise on the CT image by matrix multiplication

shown in Eq. (9). An updated similarity matrix is then

produced on the noise-suppressed CT image. Furthermore,

similarity matrices are calculated on the high-energy and the

low-energy CT images separately, and averaged to generate a

low-noise similarity matrix for use in PWLS-SBR.

2.C. Solver to PWLS-SBR

The objective function in expression (11) is convex and

differentiable. As such, the condition for the optimal solution

is

∇F (x⃗)= 0=⇒ (ATV−1A+λ·∇G)x⃗ = ATV−1µ⃗, (14)

where ∇G is the gradient of the similarity-based regulariza-

tion,

∇G =
�
W̄ − I

�T �
W̄ − I

�
x⃗. (15)

Equation (14) can be solved, for example, using a pre-

conditioned conjugate gradient method.

2.D. Evaluation

We compare PWLS-SBR to both decomposition via

direct matrix inversion, i.e., Eq. (3), and PWLS-EPR, i.e.,

expression (5). As shown in Sec. 2.C, the weight on the

regularization term, λ, is the only tuning parameter for both

algorithms of PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR. In the presented

results, unless otherwise stated, we adjust λ values to achieve

the same noise levels on the noise-suppressed images for fair

comparisons.

F. 1. CT images of the line-pair slice of the Catphan
C

600 phantom. Dis-

play window: [−500 2500] HU.

F. 2. Decomposed bone and tissue images using direct matrix inversion

without noise suppression, PWLS-SBR, and PWLS-EPR. The region where

the inserts are taken is outlined on the low energy CT image in Fig. 1 and

the ROI used to calculate mean and STD values of Table I is outlined on the

tissue image without noise suppression. Display window: [0.2 1.2].

Two physical phantoms are used in the evaluation studies,

the Catphan
C

600 phantom (The Phantom Laboratory: Salem,

NY) and an anthropomorphic head phantom. Projection data

are acquired on our tabletop CT system at Georgia Institute

of Technology. The geometry of the tabletop CT exactly

matches that of the on-board imager of a Varian clinical

linear accelerator. More description about the system can be

found in Ref. 32. To inherently reduce scatter contamination

on projection data, a fan-beam geometry is used and the

illuminated area in the longitudinal direction on the detector

has a width of 15 mm. Each CT scan contains 655 equi-

angular projections, with 75 and 125 kVp as the low and high

tube energies and a tube current of 80 mA. CT images are

T I. The measured mean±STD for each material image shown in Fig. 2.

The ROI used in the calculation is indicated in the tissue image without noise

suppression of Fig. 2.

Bone image Tissue image

Without noise suppression 0.01 ± 0.24 0.99 ± 0.74

PWLS-SBR 0.01 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.05

PWLS-EPR 0.00 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.05

Medical Physics, Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2016
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F. 3. 2D NPS, calculated for a central region of 100×100 pixels of the

line-pair tissue images, offset by its mean value. Display window [min max].

reconstructed via filtered backprojection with an image size of

512×512 pixels and 0.5×0.5 mm2 pixel size. To demonstrate

the clinical value of the proposed algorithm, we evaluate the

method performance on a head-and-neck patient. The patient

data were acquired on a Siemens SOMATOM Definition flash

CT scanner using a dual-energy CT imaging protocol. The

patient was scanned twice, with tube energies of 140 and

80 kVp. The tube current was automatically adjusted by the

scanner for matching doses in the two scans. All the algorithms

are implemented in . The  function pcg is used

to solve Eq. (14). The computation speed of PWLS-SBR is

dependent upon the level of noise suppression. In the phantom

studies of this paper, where high noise reduction is achieved,

PWLS-SBR typically converges in about 120 iterations, taking

about 180 s to process one CT dataset on a 2.79 GHz PC with

4 GB of RAM. We lower the strength of noise suppression

F. 5. CT images of the contrast-rod slice of the Catphan
C

600 phantom.

The numbered materials are as follows: [1] aluminum, [2] acrylic, [3] Delrin,

[4] Teflon, [5] air, [6] polymethylpentene, [7] low density polyethylene

(LDPE), and [8] polystyrene. Display window: [−500 1000] HU.

on the patient data since the clinical CT images have much

lower noise than that on the phantom CT images acquired on

our tabletop CT system. It takes PWLS-SBR 50 s to process

one CT dataset. It should be noted that the similarity matrix

is very large, taking up an average of 1.5 GB in memory. Im-

plementation of the proposed algorithm on a PC with a larger

internal memory could further shorten its computation time.

Spatial resolution is evaluated using the line-pair slice of

the Catphan
C

600 phantom consisting of aluminum line-pairs

ranging from a spatial frequency of 1 to 21 lp/cm. We use

NPS to investigate the image quality difference for results

from different algorithms at the same noise level.27,28 NPS is

measured inside a uniform ROI as

NPS= |DFT2{ f } |2, (16)

where f is the 2D image inside the uniform ROI offset

by its mean value and DFT2 is the 2D discrete Fourier

transform.27,33,34

The slice of the Catphan
C

600 phantom containing contrast

rods of various materials is used to assess decomposition

accuracy via electron density measurement. Highly accurate

electron density maps have become increasingly important

in radiation therapy treatment planning for precise dose

calculation.35 The electron density is calculated from the

decomposed material images as

F. 4. NPS in the radial direction after averaging in the angular direction for all images shown in Fig. 3.

Medical Physics, Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2016
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F. 6. Material and electron density images of the contrast rod slice of the Catphan
C

600 phantom. Display windows are [0.1 0.7] for bone, [0.6 1.4] for tissue,

and [2.75 5]×1023 e/cm3 for electron density maps.

ρe = ρe,bxb+ ρe, txt, (17)

where xb and xt are the decomposed material images (i.e.,

relative fractions of basis materials) and ρe,b and ρe, t are

the corresponding electron densities of the basis materials.

For each contrast rod, the percent error of electron density

measurement is computed as

E (%)=

(

| ρ̄e− ρ
ref
e |

ρref
e

)

×100%, (18)

where ρref
e is the true material electron density, as published

in the Catphan
C

600 phantom manual, and ρ̄e is the mean

measured value inside each rod. The root-mean-square of the

percent errors (RMSEs) is calculated for all contrast rods to

quantify the overall accuracy.

The anthropomorphic head phantom is used to evaluate the

method performance on objects with realistic and complex

structures. We choose a slice containing the intricate bony

anatomy of the sinuses, a challenging case for noise suppres-

sion without losing fine structures.

3. RESULTS

3.A. Catphan study on spatial resolution and NPS

Figure 1 shows the 75 and 125 kVp CT images and

Fig. 2 shows the results of material decomposition via direct

T II. The measured mean electron densities in unit of 1023 e/cm3 for different contrast rods. The last column

shows the overall RMSE.

Aluminum Acrylic Delrin Teflon PMP LDPE Polystyrene RMSE (%)

Actual electron density 7.83 3.83 4.56 6.24 2.85 3.16 3.34

Without noise suppression 7.81 3.82 4.40 5.91 2.86 3.15 3.33 0.91

PWLS-SBR 7.75 3.76 4.34 5.86 2.89 3.20 3.39 1.20

PWLS-EPR 8.86 3.75 4.29 5.70 2.98 3.24 3.38 2.21

Medical Physics, Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2016
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matrix inversion without noise suppression, PWLS-SBR, and

PWLS-EPR. Aluminum, the material of the line pairs, and

epoxy, the material of the background, are chosen as basis

materials for DECT decomposition, mimicking “bone” and

“tissue,” respectively, in a clinical setting. The mean and

STD calculated inside the ROI indicated in the tissue image

without noise suppression of Fig. 2 are shown in Table I for

each material image. For fair comparisons, we have tuned

algorithm parameters such that both PWLS-SBR and PWLS-

EPR achieve the same noise STD reduction, a factor of more

than one order of magnitude. The zoom-in inserts on Figs. 1

and 2 scrutinize the performance on image spatial resolution.

It is seen that PWLS-SBR preserves a spatial resolution of

8 lp/cm in both the bone and tissue images, comparable to

that of the initial CT images. While PWLS-EPR can preserve

this resolution on the bone image, the line pairs are blurred

out on the tissue image.

In addition to the difference on spatial resolution, it can

be clearly seen that PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR produce

images with different textures despite having the same noise

level (obvious especially on the tissue images of Fig. 2). This is

due to the difference on image NPS as shown in Fig. 3. PWLS-

EPR heavily suppresses high-frequency noise, while PWLS-

SBR preserves the shape of the NPS distribution of direct

decomposition without noise suppression. For a quantitative

measure, we average the 2D NPS in the angular direction

to reduce noise and plot 1D profiles of the averaged NPS

in the radial direction shown in Fig. 4. Note that Parserval’s

theorem states that the total energy (i.e., sum of squares) in

the signal domain equals that in the Fourier domain. Since

the images of PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR have the same

noise variance, their NPS have the same total energies. The

NPS curve of direct decomposition without noise suppression

is scaled down based on the noise reduction level to match

the results of PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR. The NPS using

PWLS-SBR has a correlation of 93% with that via direct

decomposition (which has 96% correlation compared with the

75 kVp CT image), while the correlation drops to −52% for

PWLS-EPR. The negative correlation of PWLS-EPR can be

explained by the low frequency peak in the 1D-NPS, where no

suppression produces a 1D-NPS with the peak shifted toward

higher frequencies.

F. 7. CT images of the anthropomorphic head phantom. The white box on

the 75 kVp image outlines the insert region shown in Fig. 9. Display window:

[−500 1000] HU.

F. 8. Decomposed material images of the anthropomorphic phantom using

direct decomposition without noise suppression, PWLS-SBR, and PWLS-

EPR. The black rectangle indicates the ROI where the mean and STD values

are calculated in Table III. Display window [0.01 1.4].

3.B. Catphan study on electron density accuracy

Figure 5 shows the CT images of the contrast rod slice of the

Catphan
C

600 phantom. Different materials used for electron

density measurements are labeled in the figure. Aluminum and

low density polyethylene (materials 1 and 7) are used as the

bone and tissue materials for decomposition. Figure 6 shows

both the material images (left two columns) and the electron

density images (right column) via direct matrix inversion

without noise suppression, PWLS-SBR, and PWLS-EPR. The

parameters are tuned for very strong noise suppression, noise

STD reduction by a factor of 13 for bone images and by a

factor of 149 for tissue images, to demonstrate the high level

of accuracy that can be maintained by PWLS-SBR. Table II

contains mean values of electron densities measured within

various rods. PWLS-EPR has an electron density RMSE of

T III. Mean±STD measured on the images shown in Fig. 8, where the

black rectangle indicates the ROI used in the calculation.

Bone image Tissue image

Without noise suppression 0.00 ± 0.54 1.00 ± 1.21

PWLS-SBR −0.01 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02

PWLS-EPR −0.01 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02

Medical Physics, Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2016
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F. 9. Zoom-in images of the sinus region for all images shown in Figs. 7 and 8. CT images display window: [−500 1000] HU, bone images display window:

[0.1 1.0], and tissue images display window: [0.6 1.4].

2.21%, while PWLS-SBR further reduces the RMSE down

to 1.20%. Additionally, it is obvious via visual inspection

that PWLS-SBR achieves a much improved image quality on

overall image uniformity and spatial resolution. It should be

noted that with noise suppression via PWLS-SBR, the low

contrast acrylic rod (material 2 in Fig. 5) is clearly visible

on the electron density image, while it is hard to differentiate

without noise suppression.

3.C. Anthropomorphic head phantom study

The anthropomorphic head phantom contains a calcium-

based substance and an epoxy to mimic bone and soft tissue,

respectively, which are used as the basis materials in DECT

decomposition. Figure 7 shows the low- and high-energy CT

images of a slice of the anthropomorphic head phantom.

Figure 8 shows the results of material decomposition via

direct matrix inversion without noise suppression, PWLS-

SBR, and PWLS-EPR. The mean and STD values measured

in the ROI indicated by a black rectangle in Fig. 8 are listed

in Table III. Both PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR achieve the

same level of noise STD reduction. Table III shows a slight

bias for the decomposed images. However, we would like

to emphasize that the small bias of 1% corresponds to a

huge noise STD reduction of 24 and 57 on the bone and

tissue images, respectively. To demonstrate the full potential

of PWLS-SBR, we have tuned the algorithm parameter [i.e.,

λ in Eq. (11)] for extremely strong noise suppression. If

the resultant bias is considered high in clinical applications,

we can always tune down the noise suppression strength

to maintain the image accuracy. Again, it is clear that the

texture of the original image is preserved by PWLS-SBR

and high-frequency noise is oversuppressed by PWLS-EPR.

Figure 9 allows for a closer examination of the fine sinus

structures. These structures are buried in noise in the result

of direct decomposition. It is seen that PWLS-SBR preserves

the structures present on the initial CT images better than

PWLS-EPR.

3.D. Patient study

We further compare PWLS-SBR to PWLS-EPR and direct

matrix inversion on the clinical data of a head-and-neck

patient, with the CT images shown in Fig. 10. A region of

the jaw was used to define the bone material, and a region

of soft tissue was used to define the tissue material. The

decomposed images using different algorithms are shown in

Fig. 11. Table IV lists the measured mean±STD values for

the ROI indicated in Fig. 11. Note that the CT images of

Fig. 10 have a noise STD of about 15 HU, much lower than

those on the previous phantom images (up to 120 HU). A

relatively weak noise suppression is therefore implemented

F. 10. CT images of a head-and-neck patient. The white box on the

80 kVp image outlines the insert region shown in Fig. 12. Display window:

[−500 1000] HU.
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F. 11. Decomposed bone and tissue images using direct matrix inversion

without noise suppression, PWLS-SBR, and PWLS-EPR. The ROI used to

calculate mean and STD values of Table IV is outlined on the tissue image

without noise suppression. Display window: [0.1 1.2] for bone images and

[0.8 1.2] for tissue images.

in this study. Despite the low noise level of CT images,

direct matrix inversion still obtains highly noisy material

images as seen in Fig. 11. The image noise is effectively

suppressed by PWLS-SBR and PWLS-EPR, both of which

achieve the same level of noise STD reduction, i.e., by a

factor of 2 and 4 for bone and tissue images, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that, while PWLS-SBR could achieve

greater noise suppression than what is shown, PWLS-EPR

failed to preserve the density values at higher suppression,

thus we limited the strength of noise suppression to preserve

a fair comparison. The superior performance of PWLS-SBR

compared with PWLS-EPR is evident in both Figs. 11 and 12.

PWLS-SBR preserves all the fine structures of the patient on

the material images, while these structural details are almost

completely blurred out by PWLS-EPR. Image nonuniformity

is observed on the tissue images using all three algorithms.

We believe that these image artifacts mostly stem from beam-

hardening errors present in the original CT images, which

are magnified in the error-sensitive material decomposition

process.5

T IV. Mean±STD of all of the images shown in Fig. 11, where the white

rectangle indicates the ROI used in calculation.

Bone image Tissue image

Without noise suppression 0.00 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.04

PWLS-SBR 0.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01

PWLS-EPR 0.01 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01

F. 12. Zoom-in images of the sinus region for all images shown in Figs. 10

and 11. Display window: [−500 1000] HU for the CT image, [0.8 1.2] for the

other three tissue images.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we improve a previously developed noise

suppression method, PWLS-EPR,11 for DECT decomposi-

tion by designing a new regularization term. PWLS-EPR

includes gradient calculation in the regularization for edge

preservation, and therefore fails to preserve the NPS of

the original image after noise suppression. The proposed

PWLS-SBR algorithm adopts regularization that extracts

the entire redundant structural information contained within

the two initial CT images, rather than only edge pixels.

Phantom studies show that, at a high-noise STD reduction

level by a factor of more than one order of magnitude,

PWLS-SBR maintains both image spatial resolution (up to

8 lp/cm) and NPS (>90% correlation) comparable to that

of the initial CT image, a clear advantage over PWLS-

EPR. In addition, PWLS-SBR reduces the RMSE of electron

density measurement from 2.21% using PWLS-EPR down

to 1.20%. On a head-and-neck patient, PWLS-SBR outper-

forms PWLS-EPR on preserving intricate bony structures

as well as low-contrast objects on the decomposed material

images.

A characteristic of nonlocal noise suppression algorithms is

induction of signal bias. The trade-off between bias and noise

suppression for nonlocal methods is analogous to the trade-off

between image spatial resolution and noise suppression for

conventional noise suppression methods such as smoothing

or low-pass filtering. In the phantom studies presented in this

paper, we apply strong noise suppression (STD reduction by
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a factor of more than one order of magnitude) to fully test

the capability of the proposed method, leading to a bias on

material images up to 1%. In situations where a less biased

material density value is desired, the algorithm parameter,

i.e., λ in Eq. (11), should be tuned such that noise suppression

strength is decreased. Additionally, noise suppression could

be weakened for reduced image bias by making the algorithm

more locally weighted, i.e., with a smaller similarity search

window, Ωi, in Eq. (12).

The similarity-based regularization in PWLS-SBR stands

on the establishment of a new data condition, i.e., Eq. (10),

which uses a large number of similarity pixels for noise

suppression on one pixel. In our implementations, we choose

to calculate the similarity matrix W using an empirical

Gaussian model. Other more sophisticated algorithms of

similarity matrix calculation are expected to achieve similar

or even improved performance of PWLS-SBR, as long as

Eq. (10) holds and each row of W has a large number

of nonzero elements (i.e., the number of similar pixels is

sufficient). For example, one may find similar pixels to one

pixel using image segmentation and assign equal similarity to

all these pixels. Furthermore, although we focus our paper on

linear image-domain decomposition of DECT, the proposed

method is readily translatable to nonlinear projection-domain

decomposition, using the same technique as shown in our

recent paper.18

The PWLS-SBR algorithm has two indications beyond

the scope of DECT imaging. First, our results reveal that

the similarity-based regularization is superior in preservation

of image NPS compared with gradient-based regularization,

although the latter is widely used for retaining edges during

noise suppression. Following similar derivations of this

paper, we can design similarity-based regularization for noise

suppression in other imaging scenarios with improved image

NPS. Second, the similarity matrix is able to extract structural

information from one image for reducing noise on images

with different intensities but the same structures. As such,

with different formations of similarity matrices, PWLS-SBR

can be used for noise suppression with prior images from

the same imaging device but with different settings or even

from different imaging modalities. For example, in energy-

resolved CT imaging, we can calculate the similarity matrix

on the image from one energy channel and use PWLS-SBR

for noise suppression on the images from all other energy

channels. The similarity matrix can even be calculated on an

MRI image for noise suppression on a CT image of the same

patient, as long as the two images are well registered and have

exactly matching structures.
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